JANGUL
CONFLICT AND DRUG TRAFFICKING IN AFGHANISTAN’S BORDERLANDS
In the 1980's, my village was caught in the middle of the war between the communist regime and the mujahdeen. The destruction was devastating.

We were left to pick up the pieces of our lives.

After one bombardment, our house was completely destroyed.

Luckily, some money and opium that we had buried survived the attack.

We used it to build a new home.
I was in my early twenties at the time and with a young family of my own to provide for.

The insecurity and uncertainty affected every aspect of life for people, families and communities.

Some, like my brother, fled to Pakistan... some, like myself, joined government armed forces... while others joined the mujahadeen.
THE ARMY OFFERED A DECENT SALARY AND COUPONS FOR FOOD AND OTHER NECESSITIES...
WITH THIS I WAS ABLE TO SUPPORT MY FAMILY.

I SPENT MOST OF MY TIME SERVING IN THE NORTH OF THE COUNTRY.

Where is your family again, friend?

They are in Nangarhar.

IT WAS A LONELY PERIOD. I FOUND MYSELF REMINISCING OFTEN ABOUT MY FAMILY...

...AND MY CHILDHOOD. I USED TO HELP MY DAD CULTIVATE THE WHEAT AND THE POPPY THAT WE GREW ON OUR FARM.
I soon left the army. The salaries dropped significantly and the coupons for food also stopped.

I returned to Nangarhar, to my family.

But I was jobless; there were very few opportunities at this time.
IT WAS DANGEROUS TO BE AFFILIATED WITH THE COMMUNIST REGIME. PEOPLE WERE OSTRACISED AND OFTEN THREATENED.

POLITICAL MATTERS WERE INESCAPABLE...

Those who side with the communists forsake their country and God.
The war fractured our society. 
Jirga’s (*decision-making bodies*) 
took place across borders, in 
Pakistan, in diaspora communities.

We lived day to day 
in desperation.

I was looking for any 
opportunity that might 
give me and my family some kind of economic security.

Finally, an opportunity came my way—through a cousin of a friend I knew from my time in the army. He was a lieutenant in the army.

If you come with me I can pay you a good amount of money, but you understand that you must take the heroin all the way to Moscow.

What are the risks?

There are many and they are high.
I took the opportunity, even though I knew the risks.

It was the only option.

But I decided not to tell my wife.

I will not be gone a long time. I am only going to the north again for a few months. I hear they have many laborer jobs available right now.

Moscow

Now, understand that this bag is professionally made to hide this. But there are 2.5 kgs of heroin in it so you should guard it with your life.

Once we left Nangarhar, we stayed in a home that wasn’t our own while we waited for our passports and visas to be prepared.

Finally, we reached the border.

Afghanistan

I bought some almonds and raisins and threw them in my bag with the heroin.
Hand over your passports.
You will not be stopped at the market by the police, but you must stay at this hotel.

Are these almonds you are carrying?
Yes! Please help yourself.

I CAN'T EXPRESS HOW NERVOUS I WAS IN THAT MOMENT.

I GOT AWAY AS SOON AS I COULD AND WAITED FOR THE LIEUTENANT.

WE WENT THROUGH MANY CHECKPOINTS AFTER THAT, BUT LUCKILY NONE WITH SCANNERS.
The next morning, the bus driver refused to give us back our passports.
He insisted that we had to go back and that our journey could not continue.

They must have had a deal with the government.

We stayed at the hotel while we tried to find a way forward.
We felt like a commodity, used, transported and profited from.
Suddenly, we were approached by a young Afghan boy.

Are you wanting to go to Moscow?
Yes, but we have no passports.
No problem. We leave in the morning.
EVEN GETTING OUT OF THE HOTEL WAS DIFFICULT. WE HAD TO LIE ABOUT OUR REASON FOR LEAVING.

You aren't allowed to leave! Where are you going?
Just to a nightclub!
Okay, fine, but don't stay out long.

I MISSED HOME IMMENSELY.

EVERYTHING IN MOSCOW FELT FOREIGN, UNFAMILIAR AND DISCOMFORTING.

WE DELIVERED THE HEROIN TO THE TRADER.

I COULDN'T WAIT TO GET BACK HOME.

HE WAS A GOOD MAN.

HE FED US AND TREATED US WELL. OUR JOURNEY THERE WAS OVER, FOR NOW.
With the money we received from the trader and no heroin to carry, we made our way back home to Afghanistan.

We didn’t have passports so we had to pay a lot of bribes. It was a difficult and expensive journey.

Using the money I earned from the trip to Moscow, I was able to open a small shop at the bazaar.

When the Taliban were in power, we could grow and trade openly and they taxed farmers and traders.

The Taliban implemented a very conservative Islamic law. For many in the region, this was a time of economic prosperity and it was safer, we could travel without danger.
But soon the tides changed again
And once more everyday people had to adapt to the reality we were faced with.

The Taliban regime was overthrown in 2001 and the Karzai government outlawed the trade of opium.

They couldn’t enforce it for long and people continued growing and trading opium, particularly in the outlying areas.

I have got a great opportunity - another trip smuggling heroin to Moscow, the same as last time but even higher pay out.

No, thank you, friend. I am doing well - I have just bought a piece of land and have started to even build on it.

I promised myself I would never do that again, the risk is too high.
I AM OUT OF THE DRUG TRADE NOW; I AM TOO OLD FOR THESE THINGS!

I'M HAPPY AND CONTENT. MY SONS ARE ALL WORKING AND HAVE BUSINESSES.

BUT MY COUNTRY REMAINS UNSTABLE. IT SEEMS AS THOUGH HISTORY CONTINUES TO REPEAT ITSELF.

THOUGH I'VE COME FAR, WE ALL STILL LIVE IN CONSTANT INSTABILITY HERE.

THE CONFLICT LIVES INSIDE US AND WE SEE IT ALL AROUND.

Within days of Afghan “peace” deal, US bombs Taliban

Afghan officials: 4 bombs go off just outside Kabul

China Ramps Up Role in Afghanistan as Final Days of U.S. Withdrawal

U.S. Military Killed 132 Civilians Last Year, Pentagon Says
About Drugs & (dis)order
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